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Research Overview

10 CIO
Interviews by
IDC Analyst
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Investigate
challenges in
application
service
management

Future state
expectations

Outsourced services are the norm
Australia

APeJ

Australian
enterprises have a
history of adopting
a variety of well
developed
outsourcing
models

These models are
difficult to govern
and may not
provide the value
they should back
to the business
Yes we use ITO (IT
Outsourcing)

Yes we use BPO
(Business Process
Outsourcing)

Yes we use managed
services

Source: IDC APEJ Cloud End-user Survey 2014, N=2300, Australia n=250
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Yes we use Application
outsourcing

No, we do not use any of
these

Service Management Maturity Model

Dynamic IT
IT as a Service

Services Centric IT
Defined IT Services
Point Solution IT Services
IT characterised by basic IT
service management with
ad hoc processes and
occasional policies;
individual heroic efforts
prevail; integration of 3rd
Platform considered
unimportant.

Business Outcome
“Make it feasible”
IT essentials available
for business use
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IT has integrated traditional
IT service management
with single point-of-contact
and documented ITIL
processes supported by
tool implementations and
mature incident
management.

Business Outcome
“Make it manageable”
Cost-effective and
efficient IT services

Business IT service
management with
standardised processes
and shared services
support a culture of
participation, with
accountability achieved
through the use of metrics.

Business Outcome
“Make it reliable”
Acquisition & retention of
business’ end customer

IT has adopted IT-as-aservice orientation with
formal governance,
process audits, and SLAs.
IT’s service-centric culture
tracks effectiveness
through outside-in
approach, IT competitive
analysis, and metrics.

Business Outcome
“Make it actionable”
Business has product
and service leadership

IT-as-a-service delivery
with a mature service
portfolio enhances
enterprise agility and
competitiveness. Culture
class, entrepreneurial,
and dynamic IT.

Business Outcome
“Make it differentiated”
Business has sustained
competitive advantage

The Chasm of Complexity
Maturing from
Stage 2 to Stage 3 is
a big investment in
people, process &
technology – CIOs that
have been successful
recognise the value of
specialist 3rd party
advice

Not using cloud

Stage 1
Adhoc

Source: IDC APEJ Cloud-End-user Survey 2013, N=1761, Australia n=100
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Stage 2
Opportunistic

Stage 3
Repeatable

Stage 4
Managed

Stage 5
Optimised

Hybrid service delivery environment
is a reality
Multiple clouds and suppliers are
driving architectural complexity

50%
47%

Hybrid environments are already
posing security challenges

14%15%
9% 10%

11%12%

Compliance requirements are of
greater concern

6% 7%

Management becomes more difficult
On-premises
legacy

On-premises
private cloud

Hosted private
cloud

APEJ 2014

Virtual private cloud

APEJ 2016

Source: IDC APEJ Cloud End-user Survey 2014, N=2300, Australia n=250
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Public cloud

And service management
complexity escalates

Current Challenges
Higher expectations from Business Managers
Cloud based applications span delivery across
the infrastructure, applications and network stack
Focus on customer experience
Lack of coherent service management strategy
Under investment in ITSM tools
Fragmented multiple service desks for application system
and infrastructure

Shortage of primary ITIL qualified staff
Overall end-to-end delivery resides with internal IT group
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BUSINESS

Current Trends
Small
ad hoc everything
Higher–expectations
from Business Managers
Medium
– adapplications
hoc applications,
externally
Cloud based
span delivery
across
the infrastructure,
sourced
infrastructure
applications
servicesand network stack
Large
infrastructure services
Focus –
onexternally
customersourced
experience
Lack of coherent service management strategy
Under
investment
ITSM tools
Purchasing
hasn’tinevolved
to value Service Management
Fragmented multiple service desks for application system
and infrastructure

Shortage of primary ITIL qualified staff
Overall end-to-end delivery resides with internal IT group
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What does Contemporary Business Service
Quality mean?
Traditional IT Quality

Contemporary Business
Service Quality

Optimises

Processes

Defects, productivity, waste

Attributes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus

Doing things well
Inside out
Internal silos
Quality
Quality control and compliance
Certifications
Procedures
Value driven
Business “believes it”
ISO9001, TQM

Core IT Process Maturity

Doing the right things well
Outside in
End to end, integrated
Operational effectiveness
Build quality in & building trust
Achieve enterprise goals
Automation
KPI and value driven
Business “demands proof”
Lean

All processes, people & automation

Source: IDC Research
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“BETTER OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCE FOR

Why now?
Business expectations
No Downtime
Continuous
Operations

Complexity

High
Availability

Business competition/ globalisation

Standard
Availability

Necessity of IT

Now
Source: IDC APeJ Services Survey 2013
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3 Years

5 Years

Business Expectations from the CIO

Applications service
management
must lift its focus from
application availability to the

customer experience
Accessing service
management maturity
enables business innovation
and productivity by IT
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- Service Delivery Manager of a Large Retailer

Business Expectations from the CIO

Overall, there is a
tacit acceptance
of a proposition
that it will be the SPs, specialist SIs
and larger enterprises that will be
the major direct investors in ‘tools
and processes for customer’
service management
- CIO of Large Airline
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IT environments that embrace
service management
are positioned to more
effectively deliver

Business Expectations from the CIO
To gain the necessary view of
composite applications built across
services from multiple providers

new tools and processes
are necessary but expensive
to implement and maintain
IT organisations lacking
service management maturity
are at risk of disruptive
management options
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- CIO of Large Health Services Department
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What are the facts?
Businesses are demanding technology optimisation and innovation
• IDC predicts 90% of IT industry growth through to 2020 will be driven by 3rd platforms
of Cloud, Mobile, Social & Big Data
• 50% of applications are purchased directly by the business
• Speed of adoption of new applications is increasing exponentially

Business needs are significantly altering how services are delivered
• By 2018, one-third of the top 20 market share leaders in most industries will be significantly disrupted
by new competitors that leverage 3rd Platform to create new services and business models.
• However currently infrastructure is outsourced, siloed and hybrid, lacking in service management.
Also applications are not necessarily being service managed

Customer experience is now an imperative for business
• Customer Experience is one of the top 3 business priorities for Enterprises in Australia
• Applications need to deliver a consistent experience, regardless of location/connectivity
to provide a better business experience for the customer
Source: IDC Directions 2014 – “Key Battles and Strategies for Dominance on the 3rd Platform
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Understand your business drivers
CIOs are demanding technology optimisation and innovation
• How is your IT organisation’s ITSM maturity (ability to optimise, introduce innovation faster)
scaling up?

Business needs are significantly altering how services are delivered
• Is your internal IT, your enterprise's technology service provider of choice?
• How much of that service provision will consist of brokering the capabilities
of external service providers?

Customer experience is now an imperative for business
• Has your IT service management focus now fully aligned with your
enterprise customer-oriented goals?

Source: IDC Directions 2014 – “Key Battles and Strategies for Dominance on the 3rd Platform
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Implications: Moving Beyond BAU

The "customer" should be the start and end point of
quality for IT organisations today

A holistic approach to quality is required

IT must understand who its customers are and what
value means to them

Quality and operational effectiveness are two sides of
the same coin, so cannot be separated

Every activity must be contextualised and prioritised
around an assessment of customer value

Don't rely on process just to "control" events and
activities.
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CIO Recommendations
Engage Business Managers on establishing
the business value of Service Management
Ascertain the E2E business quality
measures currently in place
Assess Service Management landscape to
identify GAPS for maturity improvement
An integrated approach with common goals
aligned to end-to-end business service
quality, done in an ongoing adaptive manner
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Bringing it all together
Expertise (CoE)

Service Assurance

Centralised Capability
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Service Management Office
An integrated approach with
common goals aligned to end-toend business service quality, done
in an ongoing adaptive manner
Service A

Service B

Service C

Service D

Service F

Service E

Service G

Service Assurance, Centralised Capability & Expertise,
Standardised Vendor Engagement & Service Delivery
Performance
Metrics,
Common
Interface,
Tooling, etc
Service Design
Service
Transition
Management
Service
Operations
Management
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Multi Vendors
Telstra
Voice
Tower

Telstra
UC
Tower

Telstra
Mobile
Tower

Telstra
Network
Tower

Tower
Vendor
A

Tower
Vendor
A

Tower
Vendor
A

Tower
Vendor
B

Thank You
A copy of the whitepaper is available at the Telstra stand
Or contact victoria.symes@team.telstra.com
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Questions?
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